
Archetype Online Workshop & Lecture with Carol Pearson 
August 28-31, 2020 

Lecture:  The Role of Archetypes in Fostering Personal Fulfillment and Spiritual 
Maturity 

 

August 28, 2:00-4:00 PM (Eastern Time) talk with Q&A 

This lecture will begin with a discussion of archetypes as universal images, 
characters, and narratives and then move to briefly describe 12 and how they 
foster authenticity and wholeness and potentially spiritual gifts. The lecture will be 
followed by a time for questions and sharing. Those who wish to do so are invited 
to take the Pearson-Marr Archetype Indicator® at capt.org. There is a modest fee 
for taking this, which includes an in-depth report about your results.  

Workshop: Who Am I Now? Elders and Archetypes 

  August 28-31, 2020 

• Friday, 7:00-8:30 PM (ET) 
• Saturday, 11:00 AM-1:00 PM (ET) 
• Saturday, 3:00-4:30 PM (ET) 
• Sunday (optional) 3:00-4:30 PM (ET) 

Suggested (but not required) age: 65 or older 
This experiential workshop is based on the belief that the hero’s journey, as 
described in Carol’s book, Awakening the Hero Within: 12 Archetypes to Help us 
Find Ourselves and Transform Our Lives, is never over. Some people see the elder 
years as a time to just slow down and become a lesser version of what they have 
been, and some capacities do generally decrease. However, each new time of life 
offers a chance for death and resurrection, letting go of what no longer serves, and 
saying “yes” to what now beckons. Participants will be asked to take the Pearson 
Marr Archetype Indicator® before they arrive, so they have a chance to receive 
their results before the workshop begins. The assessment costs $25 and can be 
found at this link: https://www.storywell.com/purchase-the-pmai.htm 



These results offer feedback that can begin the process of discovering where 
aliveness resides within you that can be expressed in a joyful life going forward. 
The workshop will include several brief presentations on archetypes and on PMAI 
results and what they mean, active imagination exercises, and chances for 
questions and sharing with one another.  

Biography: Carol S. Pearson, Ph.D., D.Min., is an author of the Persephone Rising: 
Awakening the Heroine Within (winner of a Nautilus Award Gold Medal), as well as 
The Hero Within, Awakening the Heroes Within, as well as What Story Are You 
Living? and the Pearson-Marr Archetype Indicator TM (both with Hugh Marr). 
Currently 75, she took a new job as Provost and then President of Pacifica 
Graduate Institute at 65 and was awarded the Doctorate of Ministry at 69, which 
means that she has, and is, experiencing the joy and the challenge the elder years. Website: 
www.carolspearson.com  


